ADVENTURE OF THE LITTLE DROP CONTINUES AT HOME

Sensory games you can play together with your little one!

- **JUMPING DROP AND BODY PARTS:** You can start by cutting out a cloud. Hide behind it like a game of peekaboo. Lift the cloud slowly and sing: “The cloud goes up! And the drop goes down on my... knee!” (Take the drop from behind the cloud and pretend it is flying down on your knee). As the drop is jumping on your knee sing: “The drop is jumping, jumping on my knee, one, two, three, four, five!” Repeat the same song with different body parts.

- **FABRIC OCEAN:** Take a blue scarf or piece of blue fabric; raise and lower it above or in front of your child to make waves! Make high and low waves—make fast and slow waves. Reach up high and drop the fabric, and watch how it floats down. You can hide the drop under the waves and look for it together. When you find it, make sunny hands and wiggle your fingers like sunrays, and then watch the drop flying back up to the cloud.

- **UMBRELLA SNOW STORM:** Cut small squares out of regular white paper to make confetti. Put them into the closed umbrella. Open the umbrella and enjoy the paper snow falling down!